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TreeCloud is a tree cloud visualization of a text

TreeCloud builds a tree cloud visualization of a text, which looks like a tag cloud where the tags are displayed around a tree to reflect the co-occurrence distance between the words in the text.

The adjacent grammar contains three pathways:
- The grey box represents a call to a subgraph that recognizes auxiliaries and modal verbs.
- The second box uses some lexical masks (N(JAVI), +COMO, ...). To match grammatical categories.
- The ANTIPOSSER lexical mask in the last box matches the multiword units (XXX, and multiword units).

A more accurate representation of forbidden words
- All kinds of multiwords to be recognized in the text.
- A visual representation of some grammatical or semantic categories of the words.
- A faster construction of the tree (via a careful use of the Unitex API).

How and Why to plug Unitex into TreeCloud?

Construction of the tree with Unitex
1. Unitex transforms the input text into a new text with all the forbidden/stopwords replaced by the XXX word.
2. The new text is sent to TreeCloud with XXX as the unique forbidden word (the unique word in the stop list).

Get a larger and more accurate coverage of forbidden words
Under development since 2001 by a group of passionate volunteers

Some examples of trees in different languages

The tree of the 50 most frequent words in a Greek article

The tree of the 45 most frequent compound and person nouns in an English article

Conclusion

Plug-in of Unitex into TreeCloud provides:
- A more accurate representation of forbidden words
- All kinds of multiwords to be recognized in the text
- A visual representation of some grammatical or semantic categories of the words.
- A faster construction of the tree (via a careful use of the Unitex API)